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ABSTRACT
The stability of synchronic networked systems could be a multi-faceted challenge for several natural and
technological ﬁelds, from viscus and neuronic tissue pacemakers to power grids. The nonlinear high-powered
behavior of a micromechanical resonator acting together of the mirrors in associate degree optical resonance
cavity is investigated.
The mechanical motion is coupled to the optical power current within the
cavity each directly through the pressure and indirectly through heating. The extraordinary properties
of nonlinear optical propagation processes in double-domain positive or negative index meta materials area
unit reviewed Advances in theory and nano fabrication techniques have opened new new opportunities for
researchers to
make artiﬁcially
structured
media
with
extraordinary
properties
that think
about explicit geometric arrangements. Any advanced systems exhibit existenceof attractors or generalized
multistability.
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INTRODUCTION :
Left-handed metamaterials are artiﬁcial structures having negative eﬀective electric and attractive
parameters over some recurrence go [1]. These structures can be portrayed by an eﬀective negative
refractive record, and they bolster the spread of in reverse waves, where the wave fronts proliferate
toward the path inverse to the vitality ﬂow deﬁned by the Poynting vector [2]. This significant property
empowers a few other intriguing physical wonders, especially subwavelength imaging [3]. It is likewise
of signiﬁcant intrigue when joined with nonlinearity, since it empowers recurrence tuning, exchanging
among obscure and straightforward states and eﬃcient second -symphonious reﬂection [4]. Left-handed
transmission lines made by varieties of indistinguishable lumped capacitors in arr angement and shunt
inductors, additionally bolster the engendering of in reverse waves. In this manner such transmission lines
sprovide progressively conservative and effectively considered analogs of left-handed metamaterials, and
when developed in three-dimensional exhibits they can likewise frame genuine metamaterials [5]. Such
structures are once in a while named composite right-haned/left-handed transmission lines, since the
unavoidable arrangement inductive and shunt capacitance results in a right-handed (forward-wave)
passband. Nonlinear left-handed transmission lines have been contemplated for potential gadget
applications, and all the more as of late for their understanding into t he material science of left-handed
metamaterials. They have been appeared to display befuddled symphonious age [6], parametric age and
ampliﬁcation [7] and envelope solitons [8]. In this Letter we consider the properties of a nonlinear left
handed transmission line and show a multi-stable reaction in its left-gave passband, like the multistability
anticipated hypothetically for nonlinear metamaterials.
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LITERATURE SURVEY :
The nonlinear dynamical conduct of a micromechanical resonator going about as one of the mirrors in an optical
reverberation hole is researched. The mechanical movement is coupled to the optical power coursing inside the
hole both straightforwardly through the radiation weight and in a roundabout way through warming that offers
ascend to a recurrence move in the mechanical reverberation and to warm disfigurement. The energy stored in
the optical cavity is assumed to follow the mirror displacement without any lag.[9] The extraordinary properties
of nonlinear optical propagation processes in double-domain positive/negative index metamaterials are
reviewed. These procedures incorporate second consonant age, three-and four-wave recurrence blending, and
optical parametric ampliﬁcation. We likewise talk about the potential outcomes for repaying solid misfortunes
natural to plasmonic metamaterials, which present a noteworthy snag in various energizing applications, and the
conceivable outcomes for formation of interesting ultracompact photonic devices such as data processing chips
and nonlinear-optical sensors.[10] Advances in theory and nanofabrication techniques have opened new
unprecedented opportunities for researchers to create artiﬁcially structured media with extraordinary properties
that rely on particular geometric arrangements. A well-known paradigm is that of metamaterials that provide
access to all quadrants of the real permittivity-permeability plane, exhibiting negative refraction index, optical
magnetism, and other fascinating properties.[11] We present the itemized investigation of synchronization of
two unidirectionally coupled indistinguishable frameworks with existing together disordered attractorsand
dissect framework elements observedon the routefrom nonconcurrent conduct to finish synchronization when
the coupling quality is expanded. We distinguish three stages of synchronization depending on the coupling
strength which can be conventionally divided into three intervals.[12] The stability of synchronised networked
systems is a multi-faceted challenge for many natural and technological ﬁelds, from cardiac and neuronal tissue
pacemakers to power grids. In the latter case, the ongoing transition to distributed renewable energy sources is
leading to a proliferation of dynamical actors. The desynchronization of a couple or even one of those would
probably result in a generous power outage. In this manner the dynamical strength of the synchronous state has
turned into a focal point of intensity framework examine in late years.[13] We report a novel optical
multistability in two center oppositely coordinated saturable coupler (ODSC) with negative record material
(NIM) channel. The elements are examined utilizing the Langrangian variational strategy and Jacobi elliptic
capacities are utilized to build the scientific solutions.[14] The number N of stable ﬁxed purposes of privately
coupled Kuramoto models relies upon the topology of the system on which the model is deﬁned. It has been
demonstrated that cycles in fit systems assume a urgent job in deciding N, in light of the fact that any two
diﬀerent stable ﬁxed focuses diﬀer by a gathering of circle ﬂows on those cycles. Since the quantity of diﬀerent
circle ﬂows increments with the length of the cycle that conveys them, one anticipates that N should be bigger in
fit systems with longer cycles.[15] Metamaterials are fake structures that are intended to show explicit
electromagnetic properties required for various applications however not normally found in nature. The strategy
of combining materials made out of miniaturized scale and nano-organized parts that impersonate the
electromagnetic reaction of individual iotas and particles (meta-iotas and meta-atoms) has demonstrated to be
extremely profitable and brought about the advancement of metamaterials showing solid attractive reaction at
microwave and optical frequencies thus called left-gave metamaterials (LHMs) (both outlandish in customary
genuine world materials).[16]Huge sign excitation of a broadband nonlinear left-gave transmission line exhibits
verification of different, synchronous parametric repeat sets. The dispersing trademark gained from minimal
sign S-parameter estimations was used to learn the stage organizing conditions. These were satisﬁed for only a
little extent of parametric frequencies, appearing entrapped frameworks than the homogeneous media
associations apply for such electrically short structures. These results give extra evidence of the puzzled
components of these nonlinear circuits.[17] The response of a course of action of two coupled nonlinear
waveguides can be worked by such a record facilitated negative rundown coupling layer to cut down as far as
possible and to overhaul the yield power. Regardless, introduction of a record perplexed negative coupling
layer, sandwiched between the nonlinear waveguides, prompts a negative waveguide that gives colossal
coupling through its very own mode structure. Besides, we ﬁnd that a negative waveguide, as a coupler, is better
than a positive waveguide for command over multistable attributes. The most significant contemplations in the
structure of bistable gadgets are the accompanying: the occurrence force required to switch the gadget, the
distinction in the yield power levels when exchanging and the scope of info power where the framework
displays multistability.
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CONCLUSION :
This paper discuss regarding the multistability development that happens in left-handed metamaterial with
nonlinear response. We have got utilized a nonlinear left-handed transmission line as a model system, and have
incontestable a multi-stable response in its left-handed passband, kind of like the multistability expected in
theory for nonlinear metameterials. In this the bistability is related to amount doubling which can lead to chaotic
dynamics at higher power.
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